Join us for the ISME Special Music Education and Music Therapy Pre-Conference Seminar
Music Across the Lifespan: The Role of Special Music Education and Music Therapy
Chair: Dr. Melita Belgrave, Arizona State University, USA
July 12-14, 2018
Orff Institute, Mozarteum University Salzburg, Austria

The seminar will have presentations related to special music education and music therapy. Researchers and clinicians from various countries will share their work through research posters, spoken papers, and demonstrations. A list of presentation titles can be found below.

12th July in Kleinen Studio, Mozarteum, Mirabellplatz 1, 5020 Salzburg
13th and 14th July in the Orff Institute, Frohnburgweg 55, 5020 Salzburg

**Poster Sessions**
1. Developing a music program for adults with developmental and/or physical disabilities: Three collaborative community-based projects with implications for special music education
2. Grooming the next generation of piano teachers: A snapshot of the practicum experiences offered in a graduate piano pedagogy program
3. Interactive sequential pattern analysis for children with Down syndrome
4. “It’s my time”: Older adults’ motivations for joining an intergenerational rock band
5. Music therapy intervention to meet parents’ needs in the NICU: A pilot study
6. Supporting social development in students in preschool through music-making: Teaching the teachers

**Spoken Papers**
1. A case study on the development of a child with disabilities emotional stability by using holistic music educational approach for young children
2. A model of parental involvement in the music education of students with special education needs
3. A project of university social responsibility: English taught music program for collegians and disadvantaged children
4. Better than “good”: Rethinking our pedagogical vocabulary to create a positive and productive learning environment
5. Beyond high school: Inclusive music making through united sound
6. Dance ALL together! Students and children with special needs dance together – a mixed-abled project
7. Enriching musical lives: Lessons learned from teacher surveys on inclusion
8. Figurenotes: Facilitating musical engagement for children with ASD
9. Humanities at work in online higher education: An exploration of the ways in which veteran and military adult learners make sense of, or theorize, their experiences through online learning in music and art appreciation courses
10. Inclusive music education in Peru: The case of "Orquestando" and the successful practice of inclusive music education for children and young people with special educational needs
11. Inclusive pedagogy in arts – Europe
12. Inclusive teaching: Assessment of relationship quality in improvisation
13. Inspirational porn-part II: A quantitative analysis of comments of music education and music therapy students on international YouTube posts of persons with disabilities
14. Layers of learning across the lifespan
15. Marvelous music: Bringing music to children in at-risk households
16. Music education and auditory processing in children with hearing loss
17. Music education for all' - development and implementation of a nationwide curriculum for special music education
18. Music teachers' knowledge of special education terminology
19. Music therapists' clinical decision-making processes in Music Together within therapy: Towards a theoretical framework
20. Music without barriers: Musical training for students deprived of freedom
21. My Music ability, music teacher education and disability
22. Perceptions of paraprofessionals’ responsibilities and knowledge needed to assist students with disabilities in the general music classroom
23. Relationship in special music education – a new form of assessment
24. Sentire la musica - artistic and geragogical opportunities for people in advanced age
25. Special music education creates equality
26. Swedish narratives about music and health
27. The development of music instruction for special learners as evidenced in articles in the music educators journal
28. The effect of music lessons for refugee children
29. The effects of music tempo and rhythm on stepping performance
30. The inclusive studio: Teaching students with disabilities in the private piano and string lesson settings
31. The impact of music on self-concept: An investigation with deaf and hearing children using the twenty statements test
32. The importance of joint attention in group work
33. The music bubble: multi-modal teaching as an embodied strategy for children with a disability “Inclusive Music Education” – a joint course in music teacher training
34. The music circle project: A gateway to music for people with special needs
35. Therapeutic songwriting with young adults facing a life-limiting illness: Practice and research reflections
36. Tuning the Eye, Sharpening the Ea
37. Would singing lessons serve to provide improvement of pitch and timing in the auditory brainstem? A pilot study

Workshops and Demonstrations
1. Keep a Beat: The impact of a rhythmic intervention on caregiver/infant attachment behaviors
2. Sound and spirit of inclusion - the Potsdam Declaration
3. TaKeTiNa – A rhythm process encouraging diversity and inclusion
4. Teaching music to students with special needs: Evidence-based approaches and strategies
5. What I learned about autism and teaching strings from thirteen years of violin lessons with Eric
Registration: $95 USD

Registration Link

https://www.isme-commissions.org/special-education-register.html

Instructions and Registration Code

The link from that page will take people straight to the registration form. Once the details on that form are completed and the REGISTER AND PAY button is clicked you are taken to the payment page. The option there is to continue and pay by PayPal/credit card or request an offline EFT payment. We recommend the Paypal/credit card option but understand that some countries do not allow the use of credit cards internationally.

Most people therefore will hit the large black PAY BY CREDIT CARD USING PAYPAL button

The will then be asked to select their product - your set up is simple - there is only 1 option for Special Education Make your selection and then press ADD TO CART followed by CHECKOUT.

Information: Melita.Belgrave@asu.edu

Shirley.Salmon@moz.ac.at

Erik.Esterbauer@moz.ac.at